
 

 

 

 

 

Our Ongoing Commitment
to a Better Environment 

We are excited to announce that starting in 2023, an environmental offset will be applied to 

every order to help reduce the carbon impact. All funds collected will be joined with our 

company’s annual commitment and donated to the following impactful organizations. 

              The National Forest Foundation, a US-based non-profit organization, is the official  
   partner of the United States Forest Service and the only non-profit organization   
             approved to plant trees within the 193 million acre national forest.  Reforestation is a 

critical and much underused tool of lowering CO2 levels in the environment, which helps to sustain and 

increase the carbon sequestration potential of National Forests. Since 2016, Triadex Services has financially 
supported the organization’s goal of planting 50 million trees to restore tens of thousands of forest acres. 

     The Gold Standard, a non-profit foundation headquartered in   
     Geneva, Switzerland, ensures that carbon credit projects are real,

     verifiable, and measurable contributions to sustainable development for 
a safer climate. The company verifies and makes available for funding via its registry over 1,400 carbon 
reducing projects across 80 countries, ranging from renewable energy and biodiversity initiatives to clean 

cooking and efficient water projects. Once a project is funded, it is retired and no longer eligible for purchase 
to further ensure the integrity of cardon reduction efforts. Triadex Services is on track to fund and retire 

over one hundred Gold Standard projects in 2023 alone.     

On Track to Remove over 10,000 Metric Tons 

of C02 from the Environment...and COUNTING

     Carbon180 is a non-profit organization dedicated to working with 
     policymakers, entrepreneurs, and peer organizations across the US to  
     design policies that will bring necessary carbon removal solutions to 

gigaton scale. Their advocacy has helped put carbon removal on the map, catalyzing billions in new 

investments and pioneering some of the first major federal incentives. By championing equitable, 
science-based policies that remove carbon directly from the environment, Carbon180 is helping to create a 

livable climate in which current and future generations may thrive.  Triadex Services has made a multi-year 
commitment to support and help advance their highly effective carbon removal programs. 


